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Chapter 1: Introduction

A critical component of the Duluth-Superior economy is a transportation system that will
provide businesses with access to fast and reliable transportation. The metropolitan area
rail system is a vital part of the freight transportation system, offering flexibility and
efficient low cost transportation for various types of goods and commodities to national
and international markets. The Duluth-Superior rail industry is an element of the national
rail system and is influenced by events taking place on the national level. In the past 20
years, three major pieces of legislation have affected the rail industry. The following is a
brief description of each piece of legislation.
The Staggers Rail Act of 1980 substantially eased the regulatory burden experienced by
railroads since the late 1800s. The major thrust of the legislation was to give rail
companies more freedom in setting rates while retaining some protection for shippers. It
has allowed rail companies to make quick adjustments to service, cut special deals for top
customers, drop unprofitable lines and has enabled the rail industry to become a hightech, market-driven, competitive industry. The Staggers Act has been a great benefit to
shippers and railroads. Improved earnings have enabled railroads to restore plant and
equipment to the best physical condition in decades, and to offer the highest level of rail
service in history.
In December 1991, Congress passed the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act (ISTEA). This revolutionary transportation legislation provides the foundation for
moving people and goods more effectively from now into the 21st century. ISTEA
authorized the spending of federal dollars on transportation over a six year period and
mandates many new guidelines and requirements in planning and programming
transportation improvements.
ISTEA emphasizes that transportation planning examine the entire transportation
network, including all the modes, and the relationships between them. It recognizes the
need to broaden the focus beyond the movement of people in automobiles and transit
vehicles on highway and transit systems to include all facilities utilized for the movement
of people and goods. ISTEA elevates goods movement into the mainstream of the
planning process with rail as a major component of the national transportation system.
Effective January 1, 1996, the ICC Termination Act of 1995 abolished the Interstate
Commerce Commission and established within the U.S. Department of Transportation
the Surface Transportation Board (STB). The Act provides that the STB perform a
number of functions previously performed by the ICC. The Act further provides that
regulations previously issued by the ICC shall continue in effect according to their terms
until modified or terminated. This legislation is viewed as a symbolic break with past
1
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policies of regulation and puts more emphasis on market forces to maintain a healthy and
competitive transportation system. It provides a reasoned approach designed to ensure
continued protections for shippers while assuring continued economic efficiencies in our
transportation system.
These three pieces of legislation have reshaped the rail industry to resemble other
industries and businesses. Nationally, the easing of regulations and increased
competition have allowed the larger rail companies to merge with competitors and buy
out smaller profitable companies. The result is the present situation where most of the
U.S. railroad business is controlled by four or five large companies.

Photo by A. McDonald

Oliver Bridge

Chapter 2: Duluth-Superior Rail Infrastructure
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The Twin Ports is well served by the rail industry. Three of the largest rail companies in
the nation as well as three regional railroads with well defined roles operate in this area.
They all compete for rail traffic, each excelling at certain commodity shipments. Below
is a listing of all local rail companies and their associations. Following that are two
classification schemes used to group rail companies. And last is a discussion of each of
the rail company’s roles in the Twin Ports.

Local Railroad Companies with Operations in the Twin Ports
BNSF - Burlington Northern merged with Sante Fe Pacific to form Burlington Northern
and Sante Fe Railway
CN - Canadian National - parent company of Duluth Winnipeg and Pacific Railway
(DWP)
CP - Canadian Pacific Railway - took over its former subsidiary Soo Line Railroad
DM&IR - Duluth Missabe and Iron Range Railway
DWP - Duluth Winnipeg and Pacific Railway - subsidiary of Canadian National (CN)
LS&M - Lake Superior and Mississippi Railroad Company
NSSR - North Shore Scenic Railroad - operates on SLLC track
SLLC - St. Louis and Lake County Regional Rail Authority - operates track between
Duluth and Two Harbors
UP - Union Pacific Railroad - took over the former Chicago & Northwestern Railroad
(CNW).
WCL - Wisconsin Central Ltd.

Railroad Classification
Railroads in the United States are classified by two agencies using different criteria. The
Surface Transportation Board (formerly the Interstate
3
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Commerce Commission) classifies railroads by the level of operating revenue. The
American Association of Railroads (AAR) also classifies Class I railroads using
operating revenues but classifies non-Class I railroads using rail miles operated along
with operating revenues. The following is a brief description of railroad classifications:

STB (ICC) Classification
Class I - a railroad with 1994 operating revenues of at least $255.9 million.
Class II - a railroad with 1994 operating revenues between $20.5 million and $255.8
million.
Class III - a railroad with 1994 operating revenues of less than $20.5 million.

AAR Classification
Class I - a railroad with 1994 operating revenues of at least $255.9 million.
Regional Railroad - A non-Class I line-haul railroad which operates 350 or more miles of
track and/or which has revenues of at least $40 million but less than $255.9 million.
Local Railroad - A railroad which is neither a Class I nor a Regional Railroad and is
engaged primarily in line haul service. Switching and terminal railroads are also
classified as local railroads.

Other
Tourist Railroad - A railroad run for scenic and tourism purposes.

Duluth-Superior Area Rail Companies
Class I
UP
BNSF
CP

Class II/Regional
DM&IR
DWP
WCL

Class III/Local
none

Tourist
NSSR
LS&M
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An explanation of each of the railroad’s Twin Ports operations follows. Please see Map 1
for a graphic representation.
Class I Railroads
Union Pacific Railroad, after their merger with Southern Pacific, formed the largest
railroad in North America with 31,000 miles of track and 53,000 employees. UP
connects nearly every major metropolitan area between Chicago and the Pacific Coast
and is an important link in international trade with connections to Mexico and Canada.
They are a leading carrier of autos, chemicals, grain, coal, intermodal traffic, forest
products, and food. In 1996, UP took over Chicago and Northwestern Railroad (CNW)
and assumed their local operations in Superior. UP does not own any rail lines leading
into the Duluth-Superior area but has trackage agreements with WCL for the Superior to
Chicago route and BNSF for the Minneapolis to Superior route. UP operates the Itasca
Yard in southeast Superior, but its primary arrival and departure yard is DWP’s
Pokegama Yard. UP employs 45 people at its local operation.
Burlington Northern Sante Fe is the second largest railroad in North America with 31,000
miles of track and 44,000 employees. Their rail network covers the Western two-thirds
of the U.S., stretching from the Pacific Northwest to the Gulf of Mexico and the Midwest
to Southern California. BNSF was created with the merger of Burlington Northern and
Sante Fe Pacific in 1995. Locally, BNSF is the largest operator in the Duluth-Superior
area. They deliver coal, grain and taconite to the area in large quantities. In 1995, BNSF
delivered 1097 coal trains from the Powder River Basin in Wyoming to the Midwest
Energy Resource Corporation’s (MERC) coal dock. The coal trains are staged at BNSF’s
main yard near North 28th Street in Superior. BNSF also delivers about 13 million tons
of taconite pellets a year to the Twin Ports. Most of the taconite is delivered to BNSF’s
Allouez yard where it is stored for shipment to the lower Great Lakes. BNSF also
delivers grain to Twin Ports grain elevators in both Duluth and Superior. To access
Duluth, trains use the Grassy Point Draw Bridge to get to the BNSF rail yard on Rice’s
Point. BNSF operates two rail yards which are adjacent to each other. The 28th Street
and 17th Street yards are two of the largest yards in Superior and are the location of much
of BNSF’s operation.
Canadian Pacific Railway is currently the fifth largest railway system in North America,
with 18,100 miles of rail line in Canada and the United States. CP employs 22,500
people in Canada and the U.S. and generates approximately $3.8 billion a year in
revenues. Fifty-five percent of their revenues are generated from Canadian traffic, 25
percent from Canada/U.S. traffic and 20 percent from U.S. traffic. CP recently absorbed
its subsidiary Soo Line which has extensive operations in the Duluth-Superior area. CP’s
operation in the Duluth-Superior region employs 54 people and is mostly concentrated in
5
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grain hauling from western Minnesota and North Dakota. They move grain on their own
tracks to the Twin Cities area and then to the Duluth-Superior area by BNSF track. At
Saunders south of Superior they rejoin their own track to the Stinson Yard. CP operates
the Stinson Yard, located between Stinson Avenue and North 28th Street in Superior, as
their primary arrival and departure yard for the area. From the Stinson Yard, CP ships
grain to Harvest States and Peavey Co. with BNSF spotting the grain cars. CP also
operates Rices Point Yard near the port terminal in Duluth. This yard primarily handles
grain traffic for Cargill, General Mills, and Capital 6 grain elevators. Other business
includes hauling lumber, newsprint, pulpwood, and fiberboard from the paper mills and
wood products industries of Bemidji, Cook, and International Falls. CP runs two trains a
week on BNSF track to and from Bemidji.

Regional or Class II Railroads
Duluth, Winnipeg and Pacific Railway is a subsidiary of Canadian National (CN). CN
operates the largest rail company in Canada and 39% of its revenue is generated from
U.S. traffic. DWP operates a line from Ranier, Minnesota to the Duluth-Superior area.
CN uses the DWP to move large quantities of Canadian lumber and potash to the U.S.
They also handle sulfur, intermodal shipments, and autos. DWP uses DM&IR track to
access the Pokegama Yard which is their main interchange point. From there, rail
shipments are transferred to the various rail yards in Superior. Some trains continue on
to Chicago and other U.S. points with BNSF crews.
Wisconsin Central Ltd has the smallest operation in the Twin Ports of all the Class I and
regional rail companies. Their operation is growing, expanding from three employees in
1992 to its present level of 27 employees. They own very little trackage in the Twin
Ports. WCL has trackage rights to the Pokegama Yard along the DM&IR’s Interstate
Branch and handles a large amount of Canadian wood and paper products bound for
Chicago. They also handle a large amount of iron ore that is moved by rail from the
Duluth-Superior area to steel mills all over the country. WCL operates the most direct
line to the Chicago area and have an extensive rail system in Wisconsin and the upper
peninsula of northern Michigan along with substantial operations in Europe.
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DM&IR

DM&IR maintenance facility

The Duluth, Missabe and Iron Range Railway is the primary taconite carrier in the Twin
Ports. In 1995, they delivered over 22 million tons of taconite to the ports of Duluth and
Superior. Other products shipped by the DM&IR are limestone, natural ore, coal,
bentonite clay, ammonium nitrate, and machinery. About 98 percent of their revenues
come from the taconite industry. The DM&IR was set up to take advantage of the ports
of Duluth and Two Harbors. The movement of taconite from the Iron Range to the port
and over water routes to the steel mills is the most efficient method of shipping taconite.
However, in the winter when the Great Lakes and ports are frozen, they ship taconite by
rail to the steel mills. The DM&IR operates the Interstate Branch, the busiest stretch of
track in the Twin Ports area. This track extends from Minnesota over the Oliver Bridge
through the Pokegama Yard between the Town of Oliver and Saunders Junction to Itasca
Yard in southeast Superior. Users of this track include WCL, BNSF, CP, UP, and DWP.
This stretch is run on a “first come first serve basis” and has as many as 50 trains a day
using it.
Tourist Railroads
The North Shore Scenic Railroad runs from the Lake Superior Museum of Transportation
7
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at the Depot in downtown Duluth to Two Harbors. This rail line is operated on track
owned by the St. Louis and Lake County Regional Rail Authority. This track is also
available to freight trains if there is a need. BNSF and DM&IR have trackage rights but
have not moved any freight on this track since 1995. The NSSR operates from May to
Labor Day.
The name of the Lake Superior and Mississippi Railroad originates from the first railroad
linking Duluth to the Twin Cities. The line was abandoned by BN in 1971 after they
merged with Great Northern and was donated to the City of Duluth in 1978. The current
operation offers train rides starting at the Duluth Zoo and utilizes BNSF track for the first
two miles before accessing their own track near the Riverside neighborhood. They run to
New Duluth and back operating on weekends from mid-June to September 1.

BNSF Mike’s Yard - Duluth

Photo by A. McDonald

Rail Corridors - Links to North America
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There are four major freight rail corridors entering the Duluth-Superior area (see Map 2).
These rail corridors connect the Duluth-Superior area to Canada, Mexico, and the entire
U.S.
Entering from the north is the DM&IR’s corridor from the taconite plants on the Iron
Range. This corridor is used almost exclusively for moving taconite and other related
materials to and from the Range to the ports of Duluth-Superior. DM&IR uses this
corridor as its primary route for transporting taconite from the Iron Range to the Duluth
waterfront. DM&IR also operates an ore dock in the city of Two Harbors which handles
slightly more taconite than the Duluth facility.
Entering the area from the north is the CN’s line from Winnipeg, Manitoba to Superior.
DWP operates the segment of this line from Ranier, Minnesota to its connection to
DM&IR’s Interstate Branch near I-35 at Nopeming in Carlton County. This corridor
parallels the DM&IR line from the Iron Range south until it joins it near I-35. Forest
products, chemicals, and general freight are the primary products moved to Pokegama
Yard where DWP stages trains for other rail companies. DWP’s parent company, CN, is
the primary Canadian carrier of freight from Canada to the U.S. The Winnipeg to
Duluth-Superior line is one of the CN’s major connections to U.S. markets.
BNSF has four lines that combine into one corridor that enters Superior from the
southwest. One of these four lines originates in the Hibbing area and carries mostly
taconite to the Allouez ore dock in Superior. Two lines come from North Dakota and
points west and carry primarily grain to Duluth-Superior grain elevators. The fourth
BNSF line entering the area comes through Minneapolis-St. Paul and carries a mix of
freight. This line is used by other railroads and handles a large volume of rail traffic
including coal from the Powder River Coal Basin in Wyoming.
Entering the area from the south is Wisconsin Central’s main line from Chicago. WCL
carries much of the Canadian freight transferred from DWP to destinations all over the
country. In the winter, DM&IR uses this line to haul taconite entirely by rail to the steel
mills on the lower Great Lakes. WCL hauls taconite year round to Indiana, Utah, and
Alabama.

Chapter 3 - Funding Sources
The following is a listing of funding sources available for rail related projects.
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Federal
Federal support for rail-related projects is facilitated by ISTEA’s authorizing legislation,
which stresses flexibility and contains seven major transportation program categories
with varying funding and eligibility criteria. These programs include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Highway System (NHS)
Surface Transportation Program (STP) General Grants
STP Transportation Enhancements
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ)
Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program
Priority Intermodal Projects
Intelligent Transportation Systems

National Highway System (NHS)
NHS funds can be used on public highway connections to major intermodal terminals.
These access linkages ensure that goods can make efficient transfers between nonhighway modes, including rail. NHS funds are not directly applicable to intercity freight
rail projects, but can be used to relocate part of a rail line if this is less costly than grade
separations to eliminate at-grade crossings.
Surface Transportation Program (STP) General Grants
STP funds can be used for highway improvements necessary to accommodate other
modes such as rail lines or intermodal facilities. The STP program includes a specific
10% set-aside for safety programs that include highway-rail grade crossings. The 10%
set aside for the STP program is administered by the state. Nationally, STP funds have
been used for construction of intermodal facilities, acquisition of abandoned rail lines,
and relocation and consolidation of railroad tracks.
STP Transportation Enhancements Program
The Enhancements program has not funded any freight rail improvement projects but
does provide funding for the acquisition and preservation of abandoned rail corridors.
Restoration of historic intercity rail passenger stations have also been funded under this
category. The Lake Superior Museum of Transportation in Duluth received $87,000 in
federal funds to rehabilitate track adjacent to its facility in 1997.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ)
This program provides funds to states and localities that have not attained national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) mandated under the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA). CMAQ funds may be used for a broad range of transportation
projects as long as they reduce specified transportation related emissions primarily in a
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nonattainment or maintenance area. Duluth is currently an air quality maintenance area
and is eligible for CMAQ funding. Superior is neither a nonattainment nor maintenance
area and is not eligible for CMAQ funding.
Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program
The Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program provides major assistance for a
broad range of bridge improvement projects. Although this program does not directly
fund rail projects, clearance problems for rail cars can accelerate the priority of a specific
bridge project.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Program
This program has not funded any rail projects in the past.
Federal Local Rail Freight Assistance Program
The Federal Local Rail Freight Assistance Program (FLRA) exclusively issues grants for
rail improvement projects. Most state freight rail assistance programs provide loans as
well as grants for these projects. Eligible projects include acquisition and rehabilitation
of rail lines, subsidization of continued rail service, and emergency funding. Funding of
this program has declined in recent years. However, it provided the needed influx of
federal capital after the floods of 1993 for repairing flood damaged rail lines in the
Midwest. As of 1997, the only funding entering this program are funds that were
obligated in previous years. No new projects are being accepted.

Minnesota
Minnesota Rail Service Improvement Program
Established in 1976, the Minnesota Rail Service Improvement Program (MRSI) helps
prevent the loss of rail service on lines that may be abandoned by major railroads.
Guided by state eligibility rules, rail users and the state contract with rail companies for
rail line rehabilitation or other rail service improvements. The rail companies repay the
state and rail users out of the operating revenues generated from the improved line. The
reimbursements are returned to the MRSI program to be used for future projects. The
following programs are funded by the MRSI account:
•

Rail Purchase Assistance Program - this program assists Regional Rail Authorities in
acquiring rail lines that can be operated on a self-sustaining basis. State funds are
secured with a lien on the property and require repayment if the line is sold or ceases
to serve a transportation use. In 1990, St. Louis and Lake Counties formed a
Regional Rail Authority (SLLC) and purchased the 25 mile rail line from Duluth to
Two Harbors from the DM&IR. The state loaned the SLLC approximately $200,000
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to rebuild culverts and upgrade trackage. St. Louis County also loaned approximately
$25,000 to SLLC as part of the project. These loans were interest free and will be
repaid by the year 2000. This rail line was rehabilitated for operation as a tourist rail
line with the possibility of some freight hauling. This rail line is still in operation.
•

Capital Improvement Loan Program - this program provides rail users with loans for
projects that improve rail service and strengthen the financial condition of the
associated line. There is a $200,000 loan limit with most of the funding going toward
the construction or rehabilitation of rail spurs. The major beneficiaries of this
program have been rural grain elevator operators. Other industries taking advantage
of this program have been food processing and fertilizer dealers. This program is the
most active of the programs funded by the MRSI program.

•

Rail Rehabilitation Program - this program provides low interest loans to rehabilitate
and preserve financially viable rail lines that have the potential to increase rail use.
The result of this program is reduced costs to shippers for moving their products.

•

State Rail Bank Program (SRB) - the purpose of the SRB is to acquire and preserve
abandoned rail lines for future uses which may be public or commercial
transportation uses. Rail, electric transmission lines, transit, highway, trails, and
pipelines are types of uses that are considered for interim and long term uses. The
preservation of rail service is the top priority of the SRB program. Currently, there
are no abandoned rail lines in the Duluth area in the SRB program.

•

Rail User and Rail Carrier Loan Guarantee Program - this program assists rail users
in obtaining loans for rail rehabilitation and capital improvements by guaranteeing up
to 90% of the loan. The program was established to assist rail users in times of high
interest and limited loan availability. Rail carriers are also eligible to participate in
this program. In addition to rail line rehabilitation, rolling stock acquisition and
installation are also eligible. There has not been much activity in this program in the
recent past because rail companies are receiving favorable interest rates from the
banking industry.

•

Demonstration Projects - this program allows shippers to off-set up to 50% of the
costs of projects that improve rail service or ease the impacts of rail abandonments.
Eligible projects will have two or more participants and not have received previous
funding from the MRSI program. Benefits of the projects must be greater than the
cost of the project. In 1984, MnDOT purchased $20,000 worth of steel railroad ties
that were installed at DWP’s Pokegama rail yard. These steel ties were evaluated for
strength and durability in comparison to wooden ties and were found to have fatigue
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problems under relatively light loading conditions. No demonstration projects have
taken place in Minnesota in the last several years.

Burlington Northern

Allouez Ore Docks - only the dock in the upper right is operating today.

Wisconsin
Freight Railroad Infrastructure Improvement Program
This program can be utilized by counties, municipalities, towns, rail companies, and
current or potential freight rail users. Eligible projects will accomplish one of the
following: rehabilitate a segment of rail line, result in economic development, improve
transportation efficiency, promote safety, promote statewide freight rail system, assist
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intermodal freight movement, or provide industry access to the national rail system.
Financial assistance is provided in the form of a loan with a limit of $3 million and
interest may or may not be charged. The FRIIP program is a competitive program, but
noncompetitive projects such as disaster relief can be funded.
Rail - Highway Crossing Protective Devices
The supporting federal funding for this program is Surface Transportation Program 33M
funds. The federal share of each project is 90%, the remaining 10% share is the
responsibility of the local road authority. State projects are targeted toward improving
rail crossing safety on the state highway system. Connecting highways and other
roadways are the responsibilities of local governments. The Office of Commissioner of
Railways (OCR) may identify crossings in need of warning device upgrades and order
improvement work done. In this case, the OCR covers the 10% match. The types of
safety devices covered under this program are flashing lights, cantilevered flashing lights,
and gates.
Rail-Highway Crossing Elimination of Hazard
The supporting federal funds for this program are Surface Transportation Program 33N.
Again, the federal share is 90% and the remaining 10% share is the responsibility of the
local road authority. State projects are targeted towards the state highway system and
connecting highways. Other roadways are the responsibilities of local governments and
railroads. The types of projects covered under this program are geometric (grade)
improvements, crossing surface upgrades (conversion from timber to rubber), grade
separations, consolidations, and closures.
Rail Crossing Repairs
Projects for this program are funded with 85% state funds and a 15% share from the
participating railroads. Eligible projects are replacement of crossing surfaces on the state
highway system.

Chapter 4 - Rail Crossing Safety
The national organization that regulates safety in the rail industry is the Federal Rail
Administration (FRA). The FRA was created in 1966 to promote and enforce safety
throughout the U.S. railroad system. Today, the FRA is one of ten agencies within the
U.S. Department of Transportation committed to working as a partner with all groups
associated with the rail industry: large and small railroads, passengers, shippers,
employees and their unions, management, manufacturers, suppliers, state and local
14
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governments, and the general public. Some of the duties that the FRA performs include
inspection of track, railcars, locomotives, and signal and train control systems. They also
monitor compliance with federal operating practices and hazardous material shipment
regulations. To fulfill its mission, the FRA also develops and issues safety standards and
regulations, investigates and analyzes railroad accidents, educates the public about the
dangers of highway-rail grade crossings, researches safety-related technology, and
develops national rail policy.
Another group involved in national safety issues is the Association of American
Railroads (AAR). The AAR is a leadership organization that strives to make the railroad
industry more safe, efficient, and productive. Their primary activities focus on safety,
operations, maintenance, research, economics, finance, communications, electronic data
exchange, and public policy. Their mission, while emphasizing safety, goes beyond
safety in their attempts to improve the rail industry. AAR, headquartered in Washington
D.C., also operates the Transportation Technology Center, the world’s premier railroad
research facility located near Pueblo, Colorado.

Grade Crossing Consolidation
In 1992, the Federal Railroad Administration recommended closure of 25 percent of the
nation’s railroad crossings because the crossings were either redundant or unnecessary.
A closed crossing effectively eliminates the risk of train-vehicle accidents and fatalities.
It also eliminates the future costs of maintaining the crossing or upgrading the crossing’s
warning signals when increased traffic volumes necessitates greater protection.
Due to the high cost of installing and maintaining active warning devices, low volume
crossings should be consolidated. Consolidation can improve safety when traffic from
less traveled roadways is rerouted to grade crossings that have a higher level warning
device. One approach to grade crossing consolidation is to consider rail corridors instead
of individual crossings. Analyzing an entire rail corridor is the most effective way to
identify redundant crossings as candidates for closure.
Most proposals to close crossings initially meet with local resistance. The first step in
any strategy to consolidate unnecessary crossings is to address the concerns of the local
communities. Local agreement or absence of local opposition is a key factor in closing a
crossing. There are certain variables that are necessary to consider in each crossing
consolidation project. Knowledge of local street layout, traffic patterns, emergency
vehicle routes, warning devices at adjacent crossings, alternative crossings for closure,
and impacts on neighborhoods, businesses and schools are vital to any crossing
consolidation project. All of these factors are important in deciding if a project should go
forward. Pros and cons of crossing consolidation must be considered on a case by case
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basis. Some general arguments apply in most instances:
In Favor of Crossing Closure
• crossing is unnecessary/redundant
•
•
•
•
•

Against Crossing Closure
• emergency vehicle response time will
be increased
• closure will increase travel time
• crossings do not pose a danger to safe
drivers
• closure will isolate neighborhood
• closure will negatively impact area
businesses and industry
• there have been no accidents at the
crossing

safety will be improved
railroad or federal dollars may pay cost
of closing
savings in maintenance costs
efficient use of public crossing safety
funds
closure is a community improvement

Case studies have shown that crossings that have been successfully closed were justified
on the basis of both redundancy and safety. The public will tolerate a hazardous crossing
if it provides a quick route to their destination. If too many people are inconvenienced, it
may be politically difficult to close a crossing.
Another factor necessary in crossing closures is for railroads to work with state and local
agencies to support grade crossing consolidations. Railroads have a financial interest
with reduced maintenance and liability costs, state and local transportation officials have
an interest in increased safety. These combined interests are the impetus behind the
majority of crossing closures.

Wisconsin
The central office of the Department of Transportation compiles a list of potential
crossing closures based on train traffic and speed, average daily traffic, population
density, and existing warning signals. The District office field checks the crossings and
makes suggestions for closure to the local governments. Representatives from the
railroads and local units of government can also make suggestions for crossing closure.
Local governments may petition the Office of the Commissioner of Railroads (OCR) for
crossing closures and safety improvements. The following table is the guidelines for
grade crossing closure.
Category
1

Characteristics
Incorporated/Signalized

Criteria
ADT < 150
Product > or = 240
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2

Incorporated/Unsignalized

3

Unincorporated/Signalized

4

Unincorporated/Unsignalized

ADT < 200
Product > or = 240
ADT < 100
Product > or = 300
ADT < 125
Product > or = 300

Note: To be a candidate for closure, a crossing must have:
1. an ADT value less than the threshold for the category
2. a Product value equal to or greater than the threshold for the category.
Definitions
• Incorporated: City or Village (Dense Type Development)
• Unincorporated: Town or mostly Rural
• Signalized: Crossings equipped with active warning devices defined as gates
and/or flashing lights and/or cantilevered flashing lights.
• Unsignalized: All other types of warning devices.
• ADT: Average Daily Traffic
• Product: Number of train movements per day multiplied by maximum
timetable speed

Minnesota
In Minnesota, the Department of Transportation has given precedence to rail corridors
that contain high speed, high density rail lines. These corridors have the highest potential
for accidents and should be examined for unnecessary crossings. Both states have
identified the positive aspects of fewer crossings.

Rail Crossing Warning Devices
Advance Warning Systems
Advance warning signs and pavement markings are two types of systems to warn
motorists that they are approaching a rail crossing. The advance warning signs are
normally round yellow signs with a large black “X” and the letters “RR” painted on
them. Pavement markings are a white “X” with the letters “RR” painted on the roadway.
Their function is to alert motorists to be prepared to stop at the rail crossing.
Crossing Warning Signs
17
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Crossbucks and crossbucks with stop signs are two types of warning signs located in the
rail crossing right-of-way. Crossbucks are the familiar reflective X-shaped signs with the
words “RAILROAD CROSSING” printed across the sign. They are located at every rail
crossing in the country. Crossbucks may have a stop sign attached to them requiring all
vehicles to stop at a rail crossing. The crossbuck posts may also have a ‘2 tracks’ sign
mounted on them to warn of the potential for multiple train movements. In most states,
school buses and trucks carrying hazardous materials are required to stop at all rail
crossings unless posted as ‘exempt.’

Crossbuck

Photo by A. McDonald

Active Warning Devices
Active warning devices are generally train activated warning devices located in the rail
crossing right-of-way and are designed to alert motorists to the presence of trains. There
are three general types of grade crossing signal systems:
•

Flashing light signals - side of the road mast with two alternating red flashing lights.

•

Flashing light signals and cantilevers - side of the road mast and overhead rigid arm
with several sets of alternating red flashing lights.
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•

Flashing light signals and gates - side of the road mast with two alternating red
flashing lights and a moveable arm that descends to block the roadway when the
signals are activated.

These warning signal systems may also use bells along with the flashing lights,
cantilevers, and gates to warn motorists and pedestrians of approaching trains.

Photo by A. McDonald

Crossbucks, flashing lights, and gates

Types of Circuitry
The circuitry of a warning signal is the electronic system that detects a train approaching
a crossing and initiates the warning signal. There are three types of grade crossing signal
circuitry:
•

Track circuits or DC circuits - a sensor is placed in the tracks at a distance determined
by the fastest allowed speed on the track and starts the lights flashing at a predetermined length of time (usually 25 seconds) prior to the trains arrival at the
crossing.
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•

Motion sensors - several sensors are in the tracks that start the lights flashing at a predetermined length of time after the train has passed the first sensor. If the train does
not pass the second sensor, the lights will stop flashing.

•

Constant warning time - the speed of each train is calculated as it enters the limits of
the circuitry and the flashing lights are activated at a pre-determined length of time.

Signal Upgrades
The normal life span for railroad grade crossing signals is 20 to 25 years. To maintain
the highest level of creditability in the signal systems in the public’s mind, signals need
to be upgraded before they fail. Advanced technologies can provide longer lasting
circuitry and bigger and brighter lights. There are three options for signal upgrades:
•

Replace old signals with new - the entire signal system including circuitry is replaced.
The cost is typically the same as installing a new signal system.

•

Upgrade circuitry in existing signal system - the signal system stays the same, but the
electronic circuitry is replaced with modern equipment.

•

Upgrade signals with 12” lenses - the signal system’s 8” lenses are replaced with the
bigger brighter 12” lenses.

Advance warning signs and pavement markings are maintained by the local road
authority. Crossbucks, flashing lights, gates, and the signal circuitry are maintained by
the railroad company.
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Tower Avenue crossing - near Winter St. Superior

Photo by A. McDonald

Guidelines for Signals at Railroad Grade Crossings
The Departments of Transportation from Wisconsin and Minnesota have developed
criteria to determine what type of warning device is at a crossing or if the crossing is atgrade or grade separated. This criteria is based on the following factors: numbers of
trains per day, speed of the trains, amount of vehicle traffic, number of lanes of traffic,
speed of traffic, amount of commercial traffic and school buses, sight distances, and
accident history. The most important criteria is an exposure factor attained by
multiplying the number of trains per day by the amount of daily traffic. WisDOT’s
criteria was developed as part of a model for predicting which crossings need upgrades.
The Mn/DOT criteria was developed as part of their review process and is much less
rigid than WisDOT’s.

Estimated Costs per Type of Improvement
Standard Grade Separation
$1,000,000 - $50,000,000
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Gates
Cantilevered Flashing Lights
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks

$50,000
$40,000
$25,000-$30,000
$500

Source: Wisconsin Department of Transportation

Wisconsin Guidelines for Crossing Improvements
Functional
Classification
Urban
Arterials

Flashing Lights

Cantilevered
Gates
Flashing Lights
• 5,000 - 99,999
• 5,000 - 99,999
• 5,000 - 99,999
exposure
exposure
exposure
• 2 or less traffic • 3 or more
• 1 track
lanes
traffic lanes
• maximum train
• 1 track
• 1 track
speed < 60mph
or
• maximum train • maximum train
speed < 60mph
speed < 60mph • 20,000 - 99,999
exposure
or
or
• 5,000 - 19,999
• 5,000 - 19,999
• 2 or more
exposure
exposure
tracks
• 2 or less traffic • 3 or more
lanes
traffic lanes
• 2 or more
• 2 or more
tracks
tracks
Urban
• 7,000 - 99,999
• 7,000 - 99,999
• 5,000 - 99,999
Collectors/
exposure
exposure
exposure
Locals
• 2 or less traffic • 3 or more
• 1 track
lanes
traffic lanes
• maximum train
• 1 track
• 1 track
speed < 60mph
or
• maximum train • maximum train
speed < 60mph
speed < 60mph • 20,000 - 99,999
exposure
or
or
• 7,000 - 19,999
• 7,000 - 19,999
• 2 or more
exposure
exposure
tracks
• 2 or less traffic • 3 or more
lanes
traffic lanes
• 2 or more
• 2 or more
tracks
tracks
Exposure = (Average Daily Traffic) x (Number of Daily Train Movements)

Grade
Separations
over 100,000
exposure

over 100,000
exposure

Superior Rail Crossings Exceeding Exposure Criteria (see Map 5)
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Crossing (with nearest
intersection)
N. 21st St. (Pine Ave.)
Tower Ave. (Winter St.)
Belknap Ave. (Pine Ave.)
Hammond Ave. (Winter St.)
Winter St. (Birch Ave.)
Grand Ave. (Winter St.)
John Ave. (Winter St.)
Ogden Ave. (Winter St.)
28th St. (Spartan Rd.)
Catlin Ave. (Winter St.)
24th Ave. E. (E. 8th St.)
E. 7th St. (10th Ave. E.)
3rd Ave. E. ( E. 5th St.)
5th Ave. E. (Hill Ave.)
39th Ave. E. (E, 8th St.)
Central Ave. (Tower Ave.)
N. 1st St. (John Ave.)
Hammond Ave. (58th St.)
John Ave. (59th St.)

Intersection
ID Number
69
4
17
7
11
8
6
5
67
10
31
23
19
13
41
55
80
49
53

Railroad
CP
BNSF/UP
CP
UP/CP
UP
UP/CP
UP/CP
UP/CP
CP
UP/CP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
BNSF
BNSF
BNSF
BNSF

Existing Warning Device Improvement
Suggested
Gates/Lights
Grade Separated
Gates/Lights
Grade Separated
Cantilevered
Grade Separated
Gates/Lights
Grade Separated
Flashing Lights
Gates
Flashing Lights
Gates
Flashing Lights
Gates
Flashing Lights
Gates
Flashing Lights
Gates
Flashing Lights
Gates
Flashing Lights
Gates
Crossbucks
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks/Stop Sign
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks
Flashing Lights
Crossbuck (1)
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks
Flashing Lights

•

There are 108 at-grade rail crossings in the Superior area.

•

Summary of improvements suggested by the WisDOT model:
• 4 grade separations
• 7 gates
• 8 flashing lights

•

WisDOT guidelines call for review of any crossing with grade separation suggested.

•

Estimated costs of all improvements is $20.5 million. However, in all cases where
the improvement based on exposure indicates a grade separation, the benefit/cost
ratio is very low. In these cases, other alternatives should be pursued. The estimated
costs of improvements without grade separations is approximately $620,000. For rail
crossing recommendations see page 41.

Minnesota Guidelines For Crossing Improvements
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Functional
Classification
Any roadway

Flashing Lights
•

greater that
5,000 exposure
minimum 0.5
trains/day
the angle of the
crossing is
extremely
skewed
more than two
accidents in the
last two years

Cantilevered
Flashing Lights
• 2 or more
traffic lanes in
same direction
• Mn/DOT
review

Gates

Grade Separations

•

•

2 or more
tracks
•
• train speed
over 40mph
•
• vehicle speeds
over 40mph
• ADT over 2000
• substantial
•
number of
school buses or
trucks carrying
hazardous
materials
Exposure = (Average Daily Traffic) x (Number of Daily Train Movements)

currently
MnDOT does
not have
criteria to
determine
grade
separations.
Crossings are
considered on a
case by case
basis.

Duluth Area Rail Crossing Improvements
Intersection Railroad
Crossing (with
nearest intersection) ID Number
59th Ave. W. (Waseca
435A
BNSF
435B
Industrial Road) see
436
Map 6
Robinson St. (Superior
84
SLLC
St.)
Munger Shaw Rd.
13
DM&IR
(Old Hwy. 2)

Existing Warning Device Improvements
Suggested
Crossbucks/Stop Signs
Add Crossbucks

Crossbucks

Add Stop Sign

Crossbucks/Stop Signs

Flashing Lights

•

There are 109 at-grade crossings in Duluth, Hermantown, Proctor, and surrounding
townships
• Two improvements were identified based on exposure and one on geometric
problems.
• Summary of at-grade crossings improvements suggested:
• 1 flashing light
• 1 stop sign
• 5 crossbucks
• Estimated costs of all improvements is approximately $30,000.

All rail crossings identified as exceeding exposure criteria should be viewed as priorities
when crossing improvements are being considered by the respective jurisdictions.
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Railroad crossing safety demands considerable cooperation among federal, state and
local agencies, railroads, and private organizations. State and local governments have
significant roles in planning, selecting, and engineering safety projects, while the
railroads or their approved contractor perform much of the actual construction. The states
work with local units of government to identify and prioritize hazardous at-grade rail
crossings.

Photo courtesy of T. Schandel

Aerial shot of the Midwest Energy Resource Company (MERC) coal dock.

Railroad Grade Crossing Surface Condition
The condition of a rail grade crossing affects safety in the crossing. Rough rail crossings
cause motorists to pay too much attention to negotiating around bumps and holes and not
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enough attention to trains. Excessively rough crossings can cause motorists to lose
control of their vehicle. Slower speeds in crossings, due to rough conditions, lengthen
exposure time to trains. Rough rail grade crossings may interrupt the flow of traffic in
peak travel times. A smooth surface in a rail grade crossing will allow traffic to flow
more efficiently through the crossing.
In Minnesota, a crossing is eligible for funding for a durable crossing surface (rubber or
concrete) through the Federal-Highway Grade Crossing Safety Improvement Program if
it meets the following criteria.
1. The ADT is greater than 2500 or heavy commercial traffic exceeds 250 vehicles a
day.
2. There are at least two trains a day or ADT is significantly higher than 2500.
3. The crossing is in poor condition even after a record of responsible maintenance by
the railroad.
Because funding is limited, only the highest priority crossings will be selected for
funding.
In Wisconsin, the funding source for durable rail crossing surfaces is the Rail/Highway
Crossing Safety Improvement Program. Rail crossings compete on a statewide basis for
limited federal funding and are prioritized by the Office of Commissioner of Railways.
The railroads are responsible to repair rough crossings to four feet outside the rails. In
Wisconsin, local jurisdictions may pass a resolution requesting the Office of the
Commissioner of Railroads (OCR) to order a rail company to repair a crossing. The
following rail grade crossings were identified as rough. A rough crossing has one or
more of the following characteristics: holes, uneven track, broken pavement with
substantial speed reductions required or multiple tracks with different elevations between
track centerlines.

Rough Rail Crossings
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Xing
Wisconsin
#
Roadway (Closest Intersection)
4
*Tower Ave (Winter St)
10 *Catlin Ave (Winter St)
11 *Winter St (Birch Ave)
15 *Elm Ave (N 12th St)
24 *N 21st St (E. 8th St)
35 *E 6th St (26th Ave E)
39 *23rd Ave E (E 2nd St)
42 *48th Ave E (E 2nd St)
43 *Stinson Ave ( Bardon Ave)
45 *N 21st St ( Stinson Ave)
50 *N 58th St (Hammond Ave)
51 *N 59th St (Hammond Ave)
62 *N 69th St (Tower Ave)
63 *Ogden Ave (N 69th St)
64 *67th St (Hughitt Ave)
76 *Tower Ave (N 3rd St)
78 *Ogden Ave (N 3rd St)
83 *N 1st St (under Blatnik Bridge)
95 *Road to Elev M (N 1st St)
5
Ogden Ave (Winter St)
6
John Ave (Winter St)
7
Hammond Ave (Winter St)
8
Grand Ave (Winter St)
16 N 12th St (Poplar Ave)
20 4th Ave E (E 5th St)
26 18th Ave E (E 9th St)
28 E 10th St. (19 Ave. E.)
29 22nd Ave E (E 8th St)
34 E 7th St (26th Ave E)
36 E 5th St ( 26th Ave E)
47 Stinson Ave (Hill Ave)
54 Central Ave (Hammond Ave)
59 N 58th St (Albany Ave)
65 N 28th St (Elmira Ave)
67 N 28th St (Spartan Rd)
68 Hill Ave (N 28th St)
79 John Ave (N 3rd St)
80 N 1st St (John Ave)
87 Hill Ave (Water St)
94 Road to Elev M (E 1st St)
96 Road to Burdick Elev (E 1st St)
97 City Limits Road (Co Road E)
104 N 58th St (Cedar Ave)

Xing
#
408
420
435
458
461
478
491a
716
j
k
104
3
404
418b
435a
460
462
481
482
5
606
609
711
714
718
719a
b
g
h
i

Minnesota
Roadway (Closest Intersection)
*63rd Ave W (Grand Ave)
*39th Ave W (W 2nd St)
*59th Ave W (Waseca Industrial Rd)
* Railroad St (8th Ave W )
*Railroad St (12th Ave W)
*Road to AGP/Azcon (Arthur Ave)
*36th Ave W (Oneota St)
*Industrial Rd Co Rd 7 (Nelson Rd)
*N Ent to AGP Elev (Birch Ave)
*S Ent to AGP Elev (Arthur Ave)
Alseth Rd (N Shore Scenic Dr)
57th Ave W (Albion St)
Pulaski St (75th Ave W)
W 1st St (46 th Ave W)
59th Ave W (Waseca Industrial Dr)
Railroad St (10th Ave W)
Road to Erie Pier (Erie Pier)
Arthur Ave (Road to CP Yard)
Port Terminal Dr (Seelye Plastics)
62nd Ave W (Highland St)
Railroad St (11th Ave W)
Ramsey St (Mike Colalillo Dr)
Hermantown Rd (Munger Shaw Rd)
Seville Rd (Berquist Rd)
Munger Shaw Rd (Co Rd 223)
Munger Shaw Rd (Lost Lake Rd)
General Mills Rd (Garfield Ave)
Herman Ave (Terminus of LS&M )
S Ent to Cargil Elev (Birch Ave)
S Ent to Northland Constructors(Arthur Ave)

See Maps 7 & 8

*Roughest Crossings (see Roughness Index in
Appendix)

See page 42 for rail crossing surface improvements
recommendations.

Sight Distance and Geometrics
Sight distance and geometrics of a rail crossing often rank near the top among physical
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causes of rail crossing accidents. Geometrically, the ideal rail crossing would be at a 90º
angle with the roadway and be level enough to allow for high visibility in both directions.
Proper sight distances are based on both roadway traffic speeds and rail traffic speeds.
Sight distances are maintained by clearing brush, trees, and snow from railroad rights-ofway. This is the responsibility of the local road authority private landowners, and the
railroads. Rail cars stored at multiple track crossings must also be stored sufficiently
back from the crossing to allow a clear view of approaching trains.
Night-time Rail Crossing Safety
Nearly one-third of all vehicle-train accidents occur at night. Considering the reduced
traffic volumes after dark, the accident rate is eight to nine times higher than normal.
Several studies suggest that illumination of crossings is an effective, low cost method of
reducing night-time accidents by as much as 30%. A light standard on each approach
allows drivers from both directions to detect trains in the crossing. Responsibility for
installation of new lights and maintenance of existing lights lies with the local road
authority. Installation costs typically range from $1000 to $2000.
Another method for reducing train-vehicle accidents is reflectorization of rail cars. New
reflectorized materials used on rail cars hold up well and with periodic cleaning will
maintain their reflective quality indefinitely.

Education and Enforcement
Education and enforcement are an essential part of the three E’s program (Education,
Engineering and Enforcement) for eliminating traffic accidents. Over 50% of trainvehicle accidents occur at grade crossings equipped with flashing lights or gates.
Engineering can only go so far to prevent train/vehicle accidents. Changing driver
behavior can be an effective method in lowering accidents. Inappropriate behavior such
as ignoring active warning devices is a major cause of railroad crossing accidents and
fatalities. A commitment to educating the public and enforcing existing rail crossing
laws will lower rail crossing accident and fatality rates.
Education
Operation Lifesaver is a nonprofit organization dedicated to public information and
education programs aimed at preventing train-vehicle accidents. The program seeks to
improve driver and pedestrian behavior at rail-roadway intersections by encouraging
compliance with traffic laws relating to crossing signs and signals. Operation Lifesaver
presenters include railroad personnel, government employees, businesses and local
volunteers. Targeted groups include school children, the driving public, truck operators,
emergency response personnel, and law enforcement personnel. Railroads contribute
cash and in-kind contributions in the form of salaries and expenses of railroad employees
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who serve as Operation Lifesaver presenters. State and federal governmental agencies
also provide funding and coordination.
The American Association of Railroads (AAR), Operation Lifesaver, and MnDOT are
organizing another railroad crossing safety program entitled “Highways or Dieways.”
This program is a high impact advertising campaign utilizing TV, radio and newspapers
to inform motorists and pedestrians about the dangers of rail crossings.
Enforcement
Many times we witness people driving through or around rail crossing stop signs,
flashing lights, or gates. Besides being dangerous, these acts are illegal. Both Minnesota
and Wisconsin have traffic laws pertaining to rail crossings. The following is a brief
description of the penalties for disregarding rail crossing laws.
Fines for illegally driving through a rail crossing traffic control
Wisconsin
• Driving around gates - $264.50
• Driving through warning lights - $172.25
• Improper stop - $141.50
Minnesota
• Failure to stop at railroad crossing - $128
• Railroad stop sign violation - $70
Motion Imaging Recorder System (MIRS), a new technology currently being developed,
has the ability to photograph rail crossing violators with surveillance cameras mounted at
rail crossings. This technology has the ability to increase enforcement at rail crossings
that may have problems with motorists driving through gates and flashing lights.
City of Superior & Village of Superior Rail-Vehicle Accidents
In the 33 month period between January 1994 and September 1996, there were a total of
six accidents in Superior and the Village of Superior involving trains and vehicles. Four
people were injured with no fatalities. The cause of the accidents varied, but in 5 of the 6
accidents driver error was listed as the cause. The following is a list of the causes of
these accidents:
• disregard for traffic controls
• failure to yield right of way
• speed too fast for conditions
• inattentive driving
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•

illegally parked on railroad property

Driver indifference and error can be addressed more effectively through enforcement and
education than engineering. Considering the amount of rail traffic and the number of rail
crossings in Superior, the number of accidents in this time period is relatively low. This
may be the result of past efforts at increased enforcement, education efforts by groups
like Operation Lifesaver, and increased public awareness of the dangers of rail crossings.

Photo by A. McDonald

BNSF crossing - east Winter St. Superior

Chapter 5 - Local Rail Issues
Many issues face the rail industry today that are nationwide in nature: mergers, buyouts,
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labor negotiations, line abandonments, access, and deregulation have all greatly changed
the character of the rail industry in the last 15-20 years. The following list of issues are
mostly local in nature but are also influenced by national issues. They are not listed in
any order and have been identified by one or more of the rail companies, rail users, and
jurisdictions in the area.
Duluth Superior Port
One of the primary issues of the Duluth-Superior region is the economic viability of the
port. The rail industry and the port rely heavily on each other. If the port cannot
compete with other ports around the country, local rail companies cannot operate
profitably in this area. With the competitive nature of the freight shipping industry,
companies will ship their products long distances if it is cheaper to do so. If the St.
Lawrence Seaway cannot control costs, the Duluth-Superior port will not be able to
compete with salt water ports. It is imperative for the Seaway to keep costs down in order
to allow global shippers the competitive rates necessary to continue coming to the port of
Duluth-Superior. Some rail companies are so dependent on the port that they would pull
their operations out of this area if port costs become too high.
Regulatory Concerns
Some rail companies operating in the Duluth-Superior area are concerned about the
national focus on safety. They find that safety is being promoted inefficiently. Although
safety records show vast improvements in the past few years, regulations are being
written to address problems that don’t really exist. Some regulations are almost
impossible to implement, for example, new trains require brakes that have yet to be fully
developed in the U.S. Other regulations do not go far enough, such as grade crossing
safety. Some rail companies would like to see almost all rail crossings grade separated
and any that aren’t should have a traffic control. Legislation limiting speeds or capacities
also concern rail companies because they affect delivery times and the number of hours
of service they provide in a day.
Rail System Efficiency and Access
The layout and design of the area rail system has the capacity to move large quantities of
freight. Existing tracks provide access to the port and area businesses that depend on rail
to move their goods and commodities. The current system of track ownership does not
allow the rail system to be utilized in an efficient manner. Access to businesses is bought
and sold through trackage rights and switching fees. Exclusive track ownership allows
rail companies to maintain monopolistic access rights to some businesses which could
result in higher prices for businesses to move freight by rail. This may cause businesses
to look at other modes of transportation such as trucking to move their goods.
Competition among two or more railroads forces freight pricing to be more reflective of
market value. The local rail industry could move a larger share of freight if local
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businesses could be accessed by more than one railroad.
This issue is currently being debated on the national level through specific cases before
the Surface Transportation Board (STB). There are two sides to this issue. Should the
market decide freight prices or are new regulations needed to protect shippers from
excessive prices? Railroads want the freedom to set prices whereas rail dependent
shippers want freight pricing regulated.
Railroads want market forces to determine prices. Because railroads are so capital
intensive, they must engage in market-based pricing to be viable. Under market based
pricing, sometimes referred to as demand based pricing, railroads charge lower prices
where rail traffic is concentrated and higher prices where rail traffic is light. Companies
producing the same good will pay dissimilar shipping prices based on rail traffic in their
region. This is a common and accepted practice in many industries such as the airline
industry which charges lower fares where air traffic is the heaviest. Even though rail
productivity has risen dramatically in the past 10-15 years, financial returns remain
below those of most industries with which they compete for capital investment. Access
to capital is particularly important to railroads because the rail industry requires nearly
twice as much investment to support a revenue dollar as the typical industrial company.
If rail companies are going to avoid a new cycle of decline, they must be free from
controls on pricing. The survival of the rail industry relies on the ability of rail
companies to set prices.
Supporters of the other side of the issue propose the creation of regulations to control
excessive pricing practices by railroads in areas with little or no competition. With the
national movement of rail companies merging to form large railroads, some rail
dependent shippers are concerned about the market power of the large railroads.
Assuming Conrail’s acquisition by Norfolk Southern and CSX, four railroads will control
the majority of U.S. business in the rail industry. Shippers worry that huge rail
companies will control entire regions of the country, adversely effecting the overall
efficiency of the nation’s transportation network. Open access to businesses is one item
shippers would like to see regulated. Shippers see open access as a method of creating
competitive pricing. Competition among railroads allows shippers (and eventually
consumers) to realize savings from the efficiencies of shipping by rail. Some shipper’s
organizations are undertaking large efforts to persuade Congress to require competitive
access among railroads similar to that imposed on the telecommunications and utility
industries.
DM&IR Interstate Branch and Pokegama Yard
This single track section of rail extending from the Steelton rail yard in Duluth to South
Itasca in Superior has been described as a “beltway” rail line by local rail officials. This
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piece of track is easily the busiest track in the area. All of the Class I and Regional rail
companies operate on this track with as many as 50 trains a day using it. Trains waiting at
sidings and in DWP’s Pokegama Yard are a common occurrence on this stretch of track.
Pokegama Yard, located approximately three miles east of the Oliver Bridge, is the main
staging area for the large volume of traffic entering from Canada. UP also is routing
most of its trains to Pokegama Yard which puts more traffic on the Interstate Branch.
The Pokegama Yard was constructed in 1984 when the Bridge Yard near downtown
Duluth was removed to make way for the extension of I-35. It was relocated along the
DM&IR Interstate Branch between Oliver and the Village of Superior. Pokegama Yard
was created to handle the large volume of CN rail traffic shipped by DWP and has a
capacity of 1000 rail cars. It is the primary staging yard for DWP and is not large enough
to handle much more than the existing traffic coming from Canada. UP also operates
trains out of Pokegama and would like to make it their main staging area, phasing out its
Itasca Yard. This location would be the most efficient place for a larger rail yard,
providing a staging area and interchange point with nearby access to BNSF’s Twin Cities
line and WC’s Chicago line. These two lines handle the majority of rail traffic passing
through the area. Expanded capacity at Pokegama Yard along with expanded capacity
along the Interstate Branch would provide for more efficient movement of train traffic in
this area.
Soo Line Overpass Removal
In July and August 1997, the bridge on State Trunk Highway 35 (Tower Ave.) was
removed over CP’s rail line one mile south of State Trunk Highway 105. The overpass
was in poor condition and the State of Wisconsin determined that repair was not feasible.
The rail crossing was converted back to an at grade crossing with flashing lights on
cantilevered arms. Costs of this conversion are estimated at $1.1 million compared to
$1.7 million to replace the bridge.
Motives for not replacing bridge include possible abandonment of the rail line after the
bridge has been replaced, removal of bridges of this type statewide, and the Wisconsin
Commissioner of Railroads stating that rebuilding the structure does not meet Office of
Railroads’ guidelines (number of trains/day, speed of trains and vehicles). The bridge
cannot be adequately repaired. Joints and all major components are deteriorating with
heavy corrosion. The bridge approaches are also too steep and would need extensive
rebuilding. Currently over 200 at-grade rail crossings in the State of Wisconsin exceed
the guidelines for building overpass or underpass structures. This crossing has a
predicted accident rate that is lower than 67 percent of existing at-grade crossings in the
state.
Rationale for rebuilding the bridge include a national effort to eliminate at-grade
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crossings, potential safety problems at the crossing, and traffic delays from an at-grade
crossing. Nationally, there is an effort to consolidate at-grade rail crossings. The goal is
to reduce the number of at-grade crossings by 25 percent. Conversion to an at-grade
crossing would cause potential vehicle-train conflicts and estimated vehicle wait time of
10 - 14 minutes per train.
Consolidation of crossings along Tower Avenue was briefly considered. The advantages
were a reduction in the total number of crossings and allocation of safety funds to fewer
crossings. If CP could share a Tower Avenue crossing with BNSF or DM&IR, they
could potentially eliminate eight at-grade crossings in the area. Consolidation with
BNSF received opposition at public meetings from neighbors and school officials
because combining BNSF and CP Tower Avenue crossings would put more train traffic
near Bryant Elementary School. Negotiations with DM&IR and CP to consolidate their
crossings failed.
Limited funding for statewide rail bridge replacements, the low potential for accidents
and the possibility that these tracks could be abandoned were the major factors in the
decision by the Office of the Commissioner of Railroads to convert this crossing to an atgrade crossing. The Commissioner’s decision did not require consolidation but supports
it. However, this option was not fully evaluated because only limited evidence was
produced at the hearing.
Chicago and Northwestern (CNW) Spur Line Construction
On January 4, 1994, CNW (which has been acquired by Union Pacific) filed a petition for
exemption with the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) seeking authority to
construct and operate a 2900 foot rail line extension to the Midwest Energy Resource
Company (MERC) coal dock. CNW was seeking to enter into an initial contract to ship
500,000 tons of coal a year to MERC. The MERC coal dock in Superior is one of the
largest low-sulfur coal transshipment points on the Great Lakes. In 1994, the MERC was
only served by the BN (now Burlington Northern Sante Fe) which transported
approximately 11 million tons of coal a year. The MERC had a capacity of 13.5 million
tons per year and was interested in diversifying its coal suppliers in order to create
competitive pricing and increasing the reliability of service by reducing its dependence
on a single shipper.
Initially, CNW sought to acquire trackage rights over BN lines directly from the
Saunders area to the MERC coal dock over what is called the “Coal Main.” CNW
preferred this route because it is the most direct route and would have avoided running
long coal trains through residential areas and the need for constructing a spur line to
access MERC. BN denied the request stating they did not want to give up the
competitive advantage the Coal Main provided them.
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Even when such agreements are in the public’s best interest, federal and state officials
cannot force rail companies to share their tracks with other rail companies. In 1993,
Wisconsin state officials ruled that the state railroad commissioner lacked the authority to
force railroads to share tracks. This action resulted from an objection by the Superior
City Council, the Douglas County Board, and the Metropolitan Interstate Committee to
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad’s (CNW) plan to extend its track to the Midwest
Energy Resources Company’s (MERC) coal dock. The parties objecting to this project
wanted CNW to use BN’s track to access MERC, subsequently bypassing residential
areas. However, the two rail companies were competing for the same business with
MERC and state and federal officials lacked the authority to force BN to give up a
competitive advantage and share their track with CNW. Even though the track sharing
plan would have alleviated heavy train traffic from passing through residential
neighborhoods and crossing major arteries, the railroads have the right to allow or deny
trackage rights as they see fit.
After this track was built, Union Pacific and Southern Pacific merged creating the largest
rail company in the U.S. As part of the merger agreement, UP, BNSF, and other U.S. rail
companies agreed to a complex national access arrangement that included UP gaining
access to the BNSF Coal Main. UP spent $1.2 million to build an access that they may
not need.
Winter Street and East End Rail Corridors
Located in the heart of the North End of Superior, between Winter Street (9th Street) and
8th Street and stretching from east of Catlin Avenue to west of Tower Avenue, is the
Winter Street rail corridor. The existing railroad tracks cross two of Superior’s busiest
streets, cutting off the north part of Superior when trains are stretched through this
corridor. There are eight at-grade crossings in this corridor with Hammond and Tower
Avenues having enough vehicle traffic combined with rail traffic to warrant grade
separations. The Winter Street corridor contains two rail lines, operated by CP and UP
with BNSF also having trackage rights on this line. UP transports coal from Wyoming to
the MERC coal dock along this corridor. These coal trains are usually longer than other
trains and can block traffic for up to seven minutes. BNSF uses this corridor to deliver
grain to the Peavey Company’s Connors Point Elevator and CP uses it to deliver grain to
Minnesota grain elevators and to access their Rice’s Point rail yard in Duluth near the
Port Terminal. This rail corridor disrupts traffic flow and emergency vehicle access and
has some of the roughest rail crossings in Superior.
Connected to the Winter Street Corridor is UP’s East End line which runs from Itasca
Yard in southeast Superior to Winter Street near Catlin Avenue. The UP line has18 atgrade crossings and runs primarily through residential neighborhoods. Of all the rail
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lines in Superior, this one is the most incompatible with current land use. The other rail
corridors in Superior are more conducive to handling rail traffic without creating safety
hazards, interrupting traffic, and disrupting neighborhoods.
Property Tax
The business of railroading is a land intensive industry, occupying large areas of urban
land. Local jurisdictions rely heavily on revenues generated from property taxes to pay
for infrastructure improvements and to provide services. Many years ago when the rail
industry was struggling, rail companies were given tax breaks in the form of property tax
relief. Presently, the amount of property tax revenue generated from rail companies is
not proportional to the amount of land they occupy. Rail companies are not paying
property taxes equivalent to what other land uses pay.
Related to the property tax issue is the problem of how jurisdictions can recover unused
rail property for future development. Presently, there is no incentive for rail companies
to sell unused land because their property tax does not reflect market value. In many
areas, unused rail property could be utilized for other uses and generate more tax
revenue.
Public Subsidies
The general public views direct public subsidies negatively, believing that subsidies will
give businesses or industries an unfair advantage over others and suppress competition.
While the trucking and airline industries do not receive direct public subsidies, they do
receive substantial public subsidies in the form of infrastructure investments. New
airports and highways directly benefit the airline and trucking industries. These
infrastructure investments have put the rail industry at a competitive disadvantage.
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Photo by A. McDonald

Looking east from BNSF’s Mikes Yard toward Grassy Point Draw

Public Perception of Rail Companies
The public often has a negative view of railroads. Trains are seen as a safety hazard and
an inconvenience when they delay traffic. The public should understand that the reason
they may be paying a lower price for a good is the efficient and competitive way in which
the rail company transported that good. The railroads are a vital component of the
transportation system. Without trains, the cost of many goods would be much higher.
Rail companies also provide many high paying jobs for the Duluth-Superior area. Wages
and benefits in the rail industry are excellent (see the following table). The economic
impact of the rail industry is very important to the region. The high wages earned by
local rail industry employees produce a large economic impact.

1995 Average Wages and Benefits for the Rail Industry
Wages
Benefits
Total
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U.S.
Minnesota
Wisconsin

$46,794
$45,230
$42,938

$17,611
$17,023
$16,160

$64,405
$62,253
$59,098

America’s railroads are very safe and getting safer every year. According to the federal
government, railroad safety has increased every year from 1992 to 1995 in spite of the
fact that rail freight traffic was at an all-time high. The biggest rail safety problem comes
from motorists and trespassers, who are responsible for over 93 percent of all rail-related
fatalities.
Rail employee injury and occupational illness rates are lower than ever before. Railroad
employees, in fact, have far lower injury rates than employees in other transportation
industries. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the lost workday injury and
occupational rates were lower for rail industry employees than for transit, airlines, and
trucking. These safety improvements took place even though rail ton-miles of freight
moved increased for the ninth consecutive year.
Railroads are fuel efficient, requiring less energy to move a ton of freight than most other
modes. The rigidity of steel wheels on steel rails as compared to rubber-tired vehicles
provides the greatest efficiency advantage. In a comparison study conducted by the
Federal Rail Administration (FRA), trucks used 4 to 9 times more fuel than rail service
on routes of less than 100 miles. According to the U.S. Department of Energy, in 1993,
rail moved 39 percent of all U.S. freight moved by water, rail, and truck and consumed
less than 12 percent of the total energy consumption required for freight movement by
these modes.
The overall picture of today’s freight railroads is a mode of freight transportation that is
safe, inexpensive, and highly efficient.

Chapter 6 - Recommendations
The following recommendations were designed to improve the entire transportation
network in the Duluth-Superior area. Impacts to the road network, safety, overall
efficiency of the railroad network, and the impact on communities were some of the
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factors considered when formulating these recommendations.

1. Investigate closure of the Winter Street and East End Corridors. Closing the Winter
Street Corridor would eliminate eight of the worst crossings in Superior. Closing the
East End would eliminate 18 crossings through a densely populated residential area
(see Map 9). The following factors would need to be resolved to close these two
corridors:
•

Resolve trackage rights agreements allowing expanded access to BNSF
corridor trackage.

•

Examine possible capacity expansion of the BNSF corridor trackage to
accommodate additional train traffic to Duluth via Grassy Point Draw.

•

Solve the congestion problem on the BNSF Coal Main to allow for
smoother access to MERC.

•

Explore the most feasible route to get CP’s Duluth bound grain traffic
from their Stinson Avenue Yard to Grassy Point Draw without using the
Winter Street Corridor.

•

Examine relocation of UP’s center of operation to Pokegama Yard,
closing the Itasca Yard.

•

Look into routing BNSF Peavey Elevator grain traffic under Blatnik
Bridge as an alternative to using the Winter Street Corridor.

2. Investigate the potential need for capacity expansion on the DM&IR Interstate
Branch via improved signaling, additional sidings, longer sidings, or possible double
tracking. Explore the feasibility of consolidating operations at the Pokegama Yard
and closing the Itasca Yard and East End Corridor.
3. Remove all abandoned tracks crossing roadways. Rail lines that have been
abandoned should have the tracks removed and pavement rehabilitated from any
roadways that were crossed.
4. Work with port officials to assist them in any efforts to keep the Duluth-Superior port
competitive with other ports. Support any effort to seek legislation to protect the port
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from excessive costs that would make it unattractive to shippers. An example is the
Coast Guard’s consideration of charging ship owners for ice-breaking costs.
5. Promote education efforts on rail crossing safety. Work in conjunction with DOTs
and Operation Lifesaver to advocate public education of rail crossing safety.
6. Work locally with Operation Lifesaver and the DOTs to integrate ITS (Intelligent
Transportation Systems) technologies into local rail safety. The term ITS refers to a
wide variety of transportation related technologies. As it relates to railroads, ITS has
the potential for a large number of rail crossing safety improvements. Examples
include improved interconnection of crossing warning signals and train sensors,
improved enforcement through taking pictures of vehicles driving around lowered
gates, and installing in-vehicle warning systems in buses and emergency vehicles.
Investigate the availability of federal funding to implement any ITS project related to
rail safety. Also, encourage Operation Lifesaver to become a national leader in an
effort to integrate ITS technologies into railroad crossing safety.
7. Integrate ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems) technology to warn motorists of
rail crossing delays. As it relates to the local rail industry, automated messaging
boards located on the nearby interstate system could be used to provide information
about trains blocking city streets. One area ITS would be effective is on southbound
I-35 area near downtown Duluth. Traffic destined for Superior could be informed of
train delays in north Superior and detour from the Blatnik Bridge to the Bong Bridge.
8. Encourage shared access and trackage in the Duluth-Superior area to strengthen the
local rail industry and promote economic development. Expanded access will benefit
local businesses and the rail industry by creating more competition in freight pricing.
9. Develop a process for a periodic safety review of rail crossings. Develop a list of
critical intersections to be reviewed on a 5 to 10 year cycle. Utilize local traffic
engineers and railroad personnel to identify critical rail crossings for periodic review.
Utilize MnDOT or WisDOT staff for technical review of the crossings.
10. Develop a forum for discussing local rail issues using ARDC/MIC as a resource to
facilitate and organize any meetings. Increased communications was identified as a
vehicle that could improve relationships in the rail industry. As always, the MIC
would like to assist any interested rail participant in contacting other rail participants
and facilitating agreements on any issue related to rail or the transportation industry.
Often, agreements may be found through open communication of ideas and interests
by participating parties.
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11. Examine potential closure of CP’s Tower Avenue rail crossing in the Village of
Superior. Route rail traffic moving between Pokegama Yard and Stinson Yard east
across the DM&IR Interstate Branch turning north at the Ambridge junction on to
WCL track and into Stinson Yard (see Map 10).
12. The crossing improvement model developed by the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation (see results of model on page 22) uses an exposure factor, the number
of trains passing through a crossing times the average daily traffic, to produce
suggested improvements. This model does not take into consideration any significant
economic and environmental impacts to the community at the crossing locations. At
all four crossings in Superior where grade separations are suggested, the benefit to the
community would be far outweighed by the enormous costs to grade separate these
crossings. Other alternatives should be pursued.
Criteria from the WisDOT rail crossing safety model and the MnDOT guidelines for
rail crossing improvements was considered along with functional class, accident
information, and truck route information in determining which rail crossings needed
safety improvements. The following is a list of rail crossings with recommended
improvements (see Map11):

UP Itasca Yard - Superior

Photo by A. McDonald

Rail Crossing Recommendations (see Map 11)
Wisconsin
Crossing (with nearest
intersection)
Belknap Ave. (Pine Ave.)
N. 28th St. (Spartan Rd.)

Intersection ID Railroad
Number
17
CP
67
CP

Existing Warning
Device
Cantilevered
Flashing Lights

Improvement
Recommended
Gates
Gates
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Catlin Ave. (Winter St.)
24th Ave. E. (E. 8th St.)
E. 7th St. (10th Ave. E.)
5th Ave. E. (Hill Ave.)
39th Ave. E. (E, 8th St.)
Central Ave. (Tower Ave.)
N. 1st St. (John Ave.)
Hammond Ave. (58th St.)
John Ave. (59th St.)

10
31
23
13
41
55
80
49
53

UP/CP
UP
UP
UP
UP
BNSF
BNSF
BNSF
BNSF

Flashing Lights
Flashing Lights
Crossbucks
Crossbucks
Crossbucks
Crossbucks
Crossbuck (1)
Crossbucks
Crossbucks

Gates
Gates
Stop Signs
Stop Signs
Stop Signs
Stop Signs
Crossbuck & Stop Signs
Stop Signs
Stop Signs

Existing Warning
Device
Crossbucks/
Stop Signs

Improvement
Recommended
Add Five Crossbucks

Crossbucks

Stop Signs

Minnesota
Intersection ID Railroad
Number
435A
BNSF
435B
436
Robinson St. (Superior St.)*
84
SLLC
* Not shown on map.

Crossing (with nearest
intersection)
59th Ave. W. (Waseca
Industrial Road)

BNSF Taconite Cars - Allouez Taconite Facility

Photo by A. McDonald

13. Encourage rail companies to invest in smoother railroad grade crossings. Rehabilitate
the roughest crossings on roadways with higher functional class and highest ADTs.
Traffic at busy crossings should be able to proceed across tracks without having to
drastically slow down. The following is a list of rail crossings in need of surface
improvements listed in priority order (see Map 12):
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Wisconsin
Railroad
Intersection
Functional Class
ID Number
Tower Ave. (Winter St.)*
4
BNSF/UP
Principal Arterial
Hammond Ave. (Winter St.)*
7
UP/CP
Minor Arterial
Grand Ave. (Winter St.)*
8
UP/CP
Minor Arterial
Catlin Ave. (Winter St.)*
10
UP/CP
Major Collector
Winter St. (Birch Ave.)
11
UP/CP
Major Collector
N. 28th St. (Spartan Rd.)
67
CP
Minor Arterial
Hill Ave (N. 28th St.)
68
CP
Minor Arterial
Stinson Ave. (Bardon Ave.)
43
BNSF
Minor Arterial
st
th
N. 21 St. (E. 8 St.)
24
UP
Minor Arterial
18 Ave. E. (E. 9th St.)
26
UP
Minor Arterial
N. 58th St. (Hammond Ave.)
50
CP
Major Collector
* An order to repair these four crossings along with two other crossings in the Winter Street Corridor
(Ogden Ave. and John Ave.) is pending before the Office of Commissioner of Railroads as of August
1997.
Crossing (with nearest intersection)

Minnesota
Crossing (with nearest intersection)
Railroad St. (8th Ave. W.)
Railroad St. (10th Ave. W.)
Railroad St. (12th Ave. W.)
Munger Shaw Rd. (Co. Rd. 15)

Intersection
ID Number
458
460
461
718

Railroad

Functional Class

BNSF
BNSF
BNSF
DWP

Major Collector
Major Collector
Major Collector
Major Collector

Appendices
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Railroad Crossing Inventory Data Dictionary
PURPOSE OF DATA COLLECTED: Survey of railroad crossing surface and safety conditions. Supporting data
for the Metropolitan Rail Study, August 1997.
GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE: All Railroad Crossings in Duluth, Hermantown, Proctor, Midway Township, Solway
Township, Grand Lake Township, Lakewood Township, and Duluth Township. (See Maps 3 and 4)
* Note: Data was also collected for portions of Superior, Village of Superior, Oliver, Parkland
Township, and Superior Township. These data were collected in August 1996 using a different
survey. See the Superior Crossing Inventory.mdb database for Superior data. The database fields in
the Superior Crossing Inventory are mostly self-explanatory and not described in this data
dictionary.
ELECTRONIC FILES CREATED: Duluth Crossing Inventory.mdb, DCrossin.dbf, DCrossin.xls archived at
ARDC.
FIELD NAME: RRXingID
Explanation: The unique identifying number for each railroad crossing intersection. Two numbering
schemes were used.
Possible Responses: Varied
On the Minnesota side this number originated from the “Co. Map Number” field contained in data
received from the Office of Railroads and Waterways in St. Paul. In the course of fieldwork eleven
crossings not appearing in the ORW data were found. These were enumerated using the letters “a”
through “k.”
On the Wisconsin side, the previous numbering system was determined to be too cumbersome.
Therefore, a project specific numbering scheme was derived whereby all crossings were numbered
“69” through “108.”
FIELD NAME: RoadName
Explanation: The name of the roadway that the railroad line intersects with as determined by roadway signs
or names on reference maps. In the absence of any clear roadway name, references to a landmark that the
road lead to were used (ie: North entrance to AGP elevator).
Possible Responses: Varied
FIELD NAME: CloseInt
Explanation: This refers to the name of the closest built street to the railroad crossing. Once again, this was
determined by roadway signs or names on reference maps and in the absence of a clear roadway name,
landmarks were used.
Possible Responses: Varied
FIELD NAME: RoadLane
Explanation: The number of roadway lanes in each direction including parking lanes
Possible Responses: 1, 2, 3. Also indication of a parking lane or 0.5 if the crossing was only wide enough
for one vehicle to pass at a time.
FIELD NAMES: StackN-E and StackS-W
Explanation: Indicates whether there is ample storage space for vehicles waiting on each side of the crossing
while trains are passing.
Possible Responses:
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NB <200 feet, or NB >200 feet: Whether the storage space on the northbound side of the crossing is
less than 200 feet or greater than 200 feet in length.
SB <200 feet, or SB >200 feet: Whether the storage space on the southbound side of the crossing is
less than 200 feet or greater than 200 feet in length.
EB <200 feet, or EB >200 feet: Whether the storage space on the eastbound side of the crossing is
less than 200 feet or greater than 200 feet in length.
WB <200 feet, or WB >200 feet: Whether the storage space on the westbound side of the crossing is
less than 200 feet or greater than 200 feet in length.
FIELD NAMES: AWSN-E and AWSS-W
Explanation: Indicates the presence of Advanced Warning Signs in the approaches to the railroad crossing.
This is the round, yellow and black warning sign that one encounters prior to the railroad crossing.
Possible Responses:
NB: Advanced Warning Sign on the Northbound approach to the railroad crossing.
SB: Advanced Warning Sign on the Southbound approach to the railroad crossing.
EB: Advanced Warning Sign on the Eastbound approach to the railroad crossing.
WB: Advanced Warning Sign on the Westbound approach to the railroad crossing.
None: No Advanced Warning Sign on that approach to the railroad crossing.
FIELD NAME: AddAWS
Explanation: This is where additional information about the crossing’s Advanced Warning Signs is
recorded. Such things were noted as missing or damaged AWSs or additional warning signs.
Possible Responses: Varied. Possible additional warning signs include “Blind Xing,” “Stop Ahead,” “Look
for Trains,” “Speed Limit 15 MPH,” and “Rough Crossing.”
FIELD NAMES: PavN-E and PavS-W
Explanation: Indicates the presence of pavement markings in the approaches to the railroad crossings.
These typically consist of the letters “RR” and an “X” and are painted in reflective white paint or tape prior
to the railroad crossing.
Possible Responses:
NB: Indicates the presence of pavement markings in the Northbound approach to the railroad
crossing.
SB: Indicates the presence of pavement markings in the Southbound approach to the railroad
crossing.
EB: Indicates the presence of pavement markings in the Eastbound approach to the railroad
crossing.
WB: Indicates the presence of pavement markings in the Westbound approach to the railroad
crossing.
None: No pavement markings in that approach to the railroad crossing.
FIELD NAME: #ofTrax
Explanation: Records the number of pairs of railroad tracks that are at the railroad crossing.
Possible Responses: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7
FIELD NAME: SteepXng
Explanation: Whether or not the approaches to the crossing are exceptionally steep. An affirmative
response to steepness was determined to be represented by approaches that one may have trouble negotiating
in snowy conditions. This is a concern because people are likely to take less caution in traversing a railroad
crossing if they are concerned about being able to get going once they stop or slow down on the steep, snowy
approach.
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Possible Responses: Yes, No
FIELD NAMES: CB, Stop, FLights, Gates, Exempt, and WarnNone
Explanation: These fields indicate the presence of different types of warning devices at the railroad
crossing. More than one of these may be present at each crossing. CB indicates the presence of Crossbucks,
Stop indicates the presence of stop signs, FLights indicates flashing lights that are activated when a train
approaches, Gates indicates the rigid arms that descend to block the crossing when a train approaches,
Exempt refers to the presence of an exempt sign at the crossing, and WarnNone means that no warning
devices were posted at the railroad crossing.
Possible Responses: Yes, No
FIELD NAME: WarnInfo
Explanation: This is where additional information about the warning devices at the crossing was recorded.
Possible Responses: Varied. Typically missing or damaged warning devices were noted here.
FIELD NAME: StLights
Explanation: Indicates the presence of street lights near the railroad crossing that helped in illumination at
night.
Possible Responses:
One: There was a street light near one side of the railroad crossing.
Both: There were street lights near both sides of the railroad crossing.
None: There were no street lights near either side of the railroad crossing.
FIELD NAME: CrsConst
Explanation: This is where materials used in constructing the railroad crossing are recorded.
Possible Responses:
Gravel: The rails are buried in gravel, usually not a formal crossing or used in lightly traveled roads.
Gravel with Wood: A wooden plank or a railroad tie is laid parallel to each side of each rail with
gravel between the wooden planks or ties on the inside.
Wood: Wooden planks or railroad ties are laid parallel to the rails between the rails with one on the
outside of each rail.
Wood with Blacktop: A wooden plank or a railroad tie is laid parallel to each side of each rail with
blacktop between the wooden planks or ties on the inside.
Blacktop: Blacktop fills the space between the two rails.
Concrete: Concrete planks are laid parallel to the rails between the rails with a plank on the outside
of each rail.
Rubber: A durable rubber matting is placed between the two rails. Usually used on highly traveled
roads and those with much truck traffic.

FIELD NAME: Potholes
Explanation: This refers to the occurrence or severity of potholes at each crossing.
Possible Responses:
None: No potholes were found at the crossing
Small: There existed at the crossing potholes that were minor in nature. Typically these potholes
were smaller than 2 inches in width and depth. These potholes were usually found in newer
crossings just beginning to deteriorate.
Moderate: These potholes were more severe than crossings assessed as having small potholes.
These potholes were usually 2-4 inches in width and depth and signify a crossing that is not
weathering well.
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Extreme: These potholes were the most severe. They were more than 4 inches in width and depth
and indicated that the pavement at the crossing is in a state of failure.
FIELD NAME: TrkElevtn
Explanation: This indicator refers to the elevation of the rails in the crossing relative to the rest of the
crossing. This is not an indication of elevation differences between the crossing and the overall roadway.
Possible Responses:
No Elevation Change: The rails and the crossing are at the same elevation.
Raised Less Than 2 Inches: The rails are raised 0-2 inches above the crossing.
Sunken Less Than 2 Inches: The rails are sunken 0-2 inches below the crossing.
Raised 2-4 Inches: The rails are raised 2-4 inches above the crossing.
Sunken 2-4 Inches: The rails are sunken 2-4 inches below the crossing.
FIELD NAME: AddDefci
Explanation: Any additional deficiencies not falling into the previously mentioned parameters is recorded
here.
Possible Responses: Varied
Some include rotten wood, spikes sticking up, crumbling blacktop, sidewalk deficiencies, narrow
crossing, not a formal crossing, and deficiencies in the crossing’s relationship to the rest of the
roadway.
FIELD NAME: OvlRough
Explanation: This is an overall assessment of the crossing’s roughness taking into account the previously
mentioned parameters.
Possible Responses:
None: The crossing is very smooth. One could drive over the crossing at posted speeds and not
realize it.
1: The crossing is relatively smooth but possessing a few deficiencies. A few small potholes and/or
no elevation change from crossing to rail are typical.
2: The crossing is beginning to show signs of deterioration with many small potholes and/or rails
either sunken or risen a little in comparison to the rest of the crossing.
3: The crossing is in a state of deterioration. There exist moderate potholes and/or rail elevation
changes relative to the roadway that are moderate in nature. There may also be other deficiencies
such as deteriorating wood or sunken gravel between rails. One would need to slow significantly
from the posted speed prior to traversing the crossing.
4: The crossing is in a state of severe deterioration. Potholes are plentiful and deep, rails are raised
or sunken 4 or more inches, or some other deficiency is present that negatively affects the crossing
severely. If one were to traverse the crossing at posted speeds their vehicle could become damaged
as a result.
FIELD NAME: SurvDate
Explanation: The date that the crossing was surveyed.
Possible Responses: 4/17/97, 4/18/97, 4/22/97, 4/24/97, 4/25,97, 5/6/97, 5/16/97
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Railroad Crossing Intersection #:___
ROADWAY NAME: __________________________________________________
CLOSEST INTERSECTION: _____________________________________________
NUMBER OF ROADWAY LANES IN EACH DIRECTION: 1 2 3
AVAILABLE STACKING SPACE F/ AUTOS:

AWS PM

DIAGRAM OF CROSSING

NORTHBOUND: <200 feet >200 feet
SOUTHBOUND: <200 feet >200 feet
EASTBOUND:

<200 feet >200 feet

WESTBOUND: <200 feet >200 feet

NUMBER OF MAIN LINE TRACKS: 1 2 3
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL TRACKS: _______
HIGH PROFILE CROSSING: Yes

No

WARNING DEVICE AT CROSSING:
Crossbuck
Stop Sign
Cantilever Gates

Flashing Lights

Exempt Sign Tracks Out of Service Sign

STREET LIGHTING :

One Side of Crossing

None
Both Sides of Crossing

None

CROSSING CONSTRUCTION TYPE:_____________________________________________

POTHOLES: None Small Moderate Extreme
TRACK ELEVATION RELATIVE TO THE ROADWAY:
No Elevation Change
Raised < 2 inches

Sunken < 2 inches

Raised 2-4 inches

Sunken 2-4 inches

ROTTEN WOOD, DISPLACED RUBBER, OR OTHER DEFICIENCY __________________
OVERALL ROUGHNESS: None 1 2 3 4
SURVEYOR’S INITIALS: ________

DATE:________

